PLUG-A-LIGHT
LITE-FLEX SWIVEL SOCKET

The Plug-A-Light plugs into any standard grounded wall outlet to create instantly adjustable lighting to illuminate in any direction needed.

Use the Plug-A-Light to illuminate pictures, sculptures, indoor plants and trees. Use for indirect lighting. Plug into a workbench to light up your projects and tasks. Plug into electrical raceway strips or other electric outlets for the easiest and most economical means of converting electric outlets into an adjustable light source for display, task and accent lighting.

Use the Plug-A-Light for painting rooms. To light an empty room, or a room with the furniture in the center covered up, simply plug the light into any wall outlet and aim the light to illuminate the wall or ceiling area to be painted.

Rotary on-off switch.

Swivelier’s patented spring tension swivel rotates a full 360° and angles 90°. The swivel socket stays put without levers or set screws.

A touch of the finger puts the light in any direction you desire for maximum flexibility.

The 3-prong plug attaches to standard grounded duplex outlet receptacles.